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A SCENE FROM THE FUTURE?

In a modestly furnished living room. John. age ten. es sprawled
on a iota. His eyes are focused on a book. and occasionally his
brow wrinkles as he scans the pages Catching a whiff of a cheesy
smell coming from the kitchen. he calls out. "What's for supper.
Mom r'

Your tasonte. Zucchini parmesan. Come into the kitchen and
help me set the table."

"Okay.- he sans, walking into the kitchen. "Hey, Mom, you
know this book I'm reading, it says that actors and athletes used
to get huge salaries -- sometimes ten times as much as teachers.
Why was that? Why would they want it?"

"Well, son. lite was different then. Lots ot actors and athletes
spent a lot of money buying expensive clothes one season that
they would replace the next season. Sometimes people wore an
outfit only once before they got rid of it, There were tadsoh.
like the hemlines of women's skirts would change, so that women
would have to buy new wardrobes to keep up with the styles."

John wrinkled his nose. "That stinks_ Why would everyone
want different clothesand why would they quit wearing them if
they weren't worn out? I mean. clothes are just something to
keep you comfortable."

But John. people thought differently then. Some people
bought a new car every year or two, and the looks ot the cars
changed every year."
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-Wowdo sou mean that can wort' out in a sear or two?"
"Oh. no. ihough some people mistreated their cats. But cars

were lake clothesthe stsles changed Ind man% people contorted
to set- who had the biggest or newest or most expensite Cat

itht imagine that Our car 1,, twelve sears old, and I
e%pe..-1 well hdse it ten ',,ealS nom now. People back then
must haar been frail% stupid to not take good tare of cars and
make them last as long as possible. And what good is it to char-k;t:
the was a car look., esers seat unless that makes it more ettrcientr

Mother sighed "That's the %tat people were thinking wilt... I

was born there sure hase been some changes in the last therh-
twe trap In schools, in salaries, in the reasons why people work.
in telesiston en stores. in the whole soot-is."

John thought tor a second. then asked, "How did it eser get
that was in the hest place? Didn't people know that the earth
had a limited amount of resources? Evers second-grader knows
that thdis't thes know that there was °nis so much of eversthing
ro go around betore things would start running out? Whs would
sour people take s, much more than others? That wasn't tan.
was It'

"I guess some people behesed thes desersed more than others
because the% worked haider or knew more or were more impot-
tarn Now we realize how little is really necessats for (contort-
able sursisal and that material posse'sions aren't always neces-
sass or earn good lot a happs lite. John, people used to work to
make ones so then could own more things. Mans women
worked at potirls paid and boring lobs Just to add extra dollars
to the tannh, income so the lamas could have a bigger house or a
belles cat or a tanciet 1%- set In the late 1960s. lust before I was
born. the population of the tinned States passed 200 million.
and es etvone celebrated."

"1 rah, we heard about that in school laA spring. when we
celebrated that the population had dropped below 200 million.-

"N es. that shows how changes in sex education and birth con-
trol methods have succeeded in stopping our population growth_
Ai:mien got married much younger in 1950. And today contracep-
tive methods are so much itnproted. Many people have no chil-
dren. and tew people have more than two. And a lot of the change
has happened because the schools teach the very young about
abortion and contraception. Now we don't want to chance it that
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some parents are misinformed or feel uncomfortable talking to
their children."

How unlikely is this conversation from the beginning or the
need century? How widespread will a shift in attitudes such as
the one pictured here become?

8
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INTRODUCTION

For most of America's history. its people hale possessed an op-
timistic. **can do." "it there's a will. there's a way- attitude. Both
educationally and politically this has been a great asset. Until
lately. any dissent from this philosophy has been brushed aside as
negative thinking unworthy of good citizens. Schools certainly re-
flected the optimistic philosophy of the American dream and of an
everlastingly bountitul cornucopia.

But now a perceptible shift is occurring. Bountiful nature
seems less plentitul: globally. severe environmental drawbacks
appear with technological change: steady population growth is no
longer viewed with unmixed approval: some people listen to those
who call for an end to irresponsible growth_ We are becoming
aware that science, though it unfolds many possibilities, also sets
clear limits. Unfortunately, many school children as well as adults
have not learned some things cannot be done.

We energetically persist in a whole range of activities nullify-
ing the very ends we say we deeply desite. We want a wotld
that is clean, largely free of poverty. educated. peaceful, and
humane. We want these goals to be realized for succeeding gen-
erations. However. we are busily engaged in activities that in only
a few decades will make these goals ever more impossible to
realize.

The villain in our outlook is our growth mania, which leads us
to a completely unsupportable positiona denial of the obviously
finite nature of our world. Many thoughtful people are convinced
that we must alter our ways to gain the ends we fervently hope

10



tot Replatement" and eseli -ieduction' 'who than **growth-
yr -increase- must br watchwords, both iii resource depletion and
in population size

41n int:leasing amount of exidencr suppolis these opinions AI-

trad we are beginning to see serious and Ira:wring shortages of
important lurk and en.:-Ials in the United States and most si.estern
European nations 4bout halt tat the 1...tarld metals will Late de-
pletion in the relausels near talon- according fu some experts

1,1-holesale price are adNanong at unprecedented rales, and
inflation h rampant Mat-it dexeloping countries are es.periencmg
increasing malnutrition or outright famine -Chet ate unable to
pay tun petroleum products of tertilitrrs necessats to sustam their
agisculturat economies Real pet capita inconie in many countries
is either >tattt 11/1

This !JAW( k considers one important thet,relical position that
points 10 the nerd tor retrenchment and consetcation and di,-
cuy,e,, the drastic implications ut this position tor education The
theorx h quite simple It stares that terx nett hUMatt 4:t(tt% 11%.
whether digging a mine dirxiiie a Cat. VI adding set nrctie
person to the population, axceleiates the detenotation tf our
eaittlx emnurnent Thu'. rttrit anal Unending
Even ter:ir:111% ittr slaw *nix slightls this drier lot ation.

Orgarnsrus_ eccept tor xpreil plants, speed up encironniental
delerioiatitaix This hastening particularly noticeable ul Urban-
ized and indu.MaliZed economies that use gitat amounts of
energx and materials Ineitabls. rxer-increasing numbers Or
weople using more terrestrial erprigs and n.at -Hats will find fetter
and tester te.,OUr.:re's rari

The more qui(1.1t- the ensuonment deteriOiates. the soritet
the human .pears will tale the posxibilits of extinction Thus, the
longer the hte we want tor out species, the sooner stn must ef-
fer:r a cessaton at growth. In tact. sonic sel.ete teductiont. in the
use ut tetresthal ellerKI, and materials and a surplus 01 deaths
user births for a rather long time. sthKh would cause a decline
in population. stould beritttnen yin hie span as a species There-
fore. 1 future gent-lain:ins deser.e out attention. kte! Must argue
against growth in the economv and in population. It we do mat
beliee genriations to come ate Out concern, then the ethrts of
the extraNagant tsastrel caring anti tot the moment are ours bx
detault It we choose to consider tulu«. generations. then we must

1 0
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agree that it will soon be necessary to reverse patterns by ending
growth and to start teaching our children about the Widely of
growth planned or unplanned.

What is the role of education in all this? First. during transi-
tion trom growth to a steady state and then perhaps a declining
econonn, and population. certain difficult demographic and eco-
nomic problems and choices will lace the educational establish-
ment These difficulties will rapidly increase during the next ten
to talents years What action should education take? Second.
what can be said about the probable nature of education in a
future gable or declining state?

11
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EDUCATION AND THE TRANSITION TO NO-GROWTH

Obviously. a steady or declining population calls for tertility
rates tar lower than the rates that prey-ailed in the United States
during the late 1940s. the 1950s. and the early 1960s. In the late
1950s. fertility rates began to tall sharply in the United States.
Comparing the number of live births for 1.000 women ages 15 to
44 in 1957. which was 124. with the figure for 1974. which was
65. one sees that current tertilit% is now only about half as great
as it was a very short time ago. Not only have fertility rates de-
clined. but also the absolute number of births has fallen from 4.2
million in 1960 to 3.1 million in 1974. This means elementary
grades are already beginning to feel declines in enrollment.
Soon the secondary grades will experience the same phenom-
enon. In the 1980s colleges will see fewer students. unless an
unprecedented increase in the proportion of 18- to 21-year-olds
going to college occurs. or the number of middle-aged and older
people attending grows.

This will force a ditterent perspective on education. Large
capital outlays for buildings will certainly diminish. Much atten-
tion could be given to the advantages of small teacher-pupil
ratios But such plans may be undercut by cost-conscious and
quality-indifferent administrators. Much better prepared teachers
could be hired from a larger pool of teacher applicants. But the
latter advantage may be frustrated by poor recruiting practices or
by efforts to hire only novice teachers whose entry salaries are low-
est on salary scales_ Of course. the fact that it will not be possible
for every teacher trainee to find a place will be unfortunate for

13
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some In addition. a large supply of potential teachers over-
hanging the market may lead to overly arrogant and perhaps
poorly considered admintstrative practices. The great spurt in
industrial unionism came in the United States between 193' and
1939. when unemployment was extremely high. Likewise. we may
see the greatest growth in teacher unions. militancy. and col-
lectiye bargaining during the next decade when times are hard.

The end of economic growth. both its probability and destr-
ability. is debated more these days than population stabiliza-
tion. Yet conditions and polictes will begin to impose a long-run
slowdown and finally a cessation of economic growth. During the
transition we shall perhaps witness "stagflation--rising prices
coupled with high rates of unemployment and decreasing growth
rates and perhaps negative rates applied to GNP in some years.
Schools will lace some stringent financial problems locally and
statewide. and the tiny proportion of school support. about 8
percent. cureenth emanating trom tAiashington will increase sub-
stantiall. it congress follows the wishes of the public. In a

Gallup poll conducted in June. 1975. almost SO percent of those
surveyed selected public edu anon as one of their top three
choices for greater federal fcindint Overall. education ranked
second atter health care and was folkved by law enforcement as
areas most needing additional federal money. Another change is
that schools that hate rnotiyated students by constantly reiterat-
ing that education is a good investment will find this sttmulus
less ettectlye when ditferential earnings by amount of education
become less striking.

13
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EDUCATION AFTER THE TRANSITION

Far more important is the nature or the school after a transition.
Again we are thinking mainly in American terms. though much
might apply to other countries. How much should and will schools
change under the new conditionst We assume that any future
steady or declining state will maintain the rational ethos of West-
ern culture but without its unsustainable dynamism. We do not
expect that some mystical and wholly nonrational ethos will be
the reaction to a cessation of growth. When the term "steady
state" is used in the following pages. one might mentally add "or
declining state" to it.

Teaching About Achievement

Schools and the mass media are increasingly crucial elements in
the socialization of children. Until now, economic growth has
been encouraged by extolling achievement in status. This aspect
of the school's effect on the mind-set of the child will have to
change. Achievement will still be extolled. but different methods
of achievement will be admired. To aspire to be a captain of
industry or businessman expanding an industrial empire will be
thoroughly discouraged as we now condemn aspirations to be-
come an outlaw. Whatever is left of the business entrepreneur
as an exemplar in American ideology will quickly disappear.

The forms of achievement the school e -..,s should sanction
will be aspirations such as the wish to be a great scholar. artist.
pure researcher. or poet. Various paths to eminence in less exalted

15
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realms could be promoted. Hundreds of possibilities leap to mind.
Eminence in cooking. entertaining. bookbinding, wine tasting.
teaching. landscaping. repairing. and library work would be much
admired. Prowess in sports such as hiking and tennis (but not
auto racing) would be encouraged. Clearly, the rhetoric of
growth. unceasing development. bigness. and so forth will have to
be replaced with their antonyms.

Teaching About the Wider World

Another socialization function of schools in modern societies has
been to give the child a more cosmopolitan outlook than the
limited world of family or neighborhood. In the steady or declin-
ing state. this function will persist in a different form. Extolling
domestic and international travel will be much restrained. The use
of television. radio, books. and pictures to introduce the wider
world of community. nation, and work will be more prevalent.
With political socialization. schools have tried to create national
sentiment in their pupils. This will continue. but positive national
feeling will not be fostered by eulogizing the bigness or the past
growth of the country. Instead. the neatness, quietness. prudence.
nonwastefulness, and steady conditions of the country will be-
come the revered 1.irtues that will inspire national feelings in the
child

Teaching About Social Class

Children learn in school the symbols which represent their place
on the social scale. In the steady state, a determined effort to
reduce this role of material goods must be made. Size of home.
size or make of car lor even owning one). size and number of
appliances, financial ability to take long trips to distant places,
and so on must be completely downgraded as status symbols. In
place of gross materialism we must upgrade such symbols as aca-
demic degrees. library and record collections. flower gardens.
and ability to walk, hike, fish, talk, and write.

One might argue that this discussion of education in a future
steady state is extraordinarily utopian and unrealistic. Such change
in schools is, one might think, quite impossible. But schools do

16
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change as society changes. If someone had told the masters at
Harvard who were training ministers of religion in the seventeenth
century that three centuries later huge labs with scientists con-
ducting research would dominate Harvard, he would have been
laughed at_

Teaching Ethics

Ethics communicated in schools by direct teaching or by conscious
and unconscious communication of sentiments will in some details
have to be quite different in the steady state from what has pre-
vailed. We have emphasized equality of opportunity rather than
equality of condition. Schools have generally eulogized the idea of
"giving everyone a fair chance" but have put little emphasis on
"giving everyone a fair share"much less an "equal share."
Kenneth Boulding says. "In the stationary state . . . if one person
or group becomes richer. the rest of the society must become
poorer." With the size of both the economic pie and the popula-
tion stable or declining, children must be taught that the only
ethical way to cut the pie is to strive to give everyone the same
size piece. Of course, just as our present ethic of equality of op-
portunity is not realized fully in practice, neither will a future
society divide its pie exactly equally. But. certainly, more equality
of opportunity exists in the United States today than would have
it we had not emphasized this ideal to generations of students
in our schools. So, too. in the declining or steady state. more
equality in shares will exist if schools inculcate the ethic of
equality of condition.

Teaching About Progress

Schools tend now to favor the good of "progress" against the
evil of "retrogression" or "lack of progress." "Standing still" has
been condemned in textbook.; and class lectures for generations.
In a future society with a no-growth population and economy, the
idea of progress will have to be reconsidered. "Progress" would
still be valued highly. but the word will not apply to ideas now
considered by most people as essential factors in progress. Growth
in population for a city. region. or nation will not be considered
progress. In a steady state some areas undoubtedly will lose

17
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population while other areas gain. but such an occurrence will not
be an occasion for rejoicing or for despair. Instead. such a shift
will be looked on with analytical interest, rather like a doctor
deciding whether certain symptoms an a patient are benign or
malignant. and. if malignant. prescribing curative measures. Pres-
ent -day ideas that more and taller buildings, new and more elab-
orate gadgets. and more and wider highways are centerpieces
of progress will be treated in steads-state schools as outmoded.
superstitious misconceptions. rather like we now cons:der belief
rn witches so real in seventeenth century Massachusetts. Progress
will be represented as gains we make in areas such as morals. art.
literature. health. neatness. and learning. Technological improve-
ments will not be thought central to progressbut improvements
consistent with swings in resources will be welcomed as individ-
uals now welcome a windfall inheritance.

The Social Ethos of the School

In the social ethos of steads-state schools. the model of present
American public schools will not be closely followed- Since waste-
tul tashion in clothes and other items will be desalued. schools
where students wear similar or identical and long-lasting cloth-
ing will be thought more reasonable. If prudence and careful
husbanding of materials and energy are taught in school. then
both academic and nonacademic aspects of schooling must rein-
force those salues. In a steads state. Ionglastingness and reuse
of goods are crucial. Herman Daly says the steady state implies
"greater . . durability of goods and less time sacrificed to pro-
duction if personality is to be expressed in school. it will have
to be in wars other than conspicuous fashion.

Teaching Philosophy

Perhaps a very &Recent perspective on the problem of ends and
means will dominate in steady-state schools. At present a kind of
relativism pervades discussions of this question. with a great
amount of fuzziness when distinguishing between what is an end
and what is a means. We are constantly made aware that means
in one society are ends in another. We lack clear standards for
judgment in setting priorities. And we tend not to judge which

18
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society is "right." This situation will have to be changed in
steady-state schools. For example. in the tollowing dilemma, a
certain viewpoint wilt be espoused. Nicholas Georgescu-Roegen
points out the dilemma: "Economic development through indus-
trial abundance may be a blessing for us now . . but it is defi-
nitely against the interest of the human species as a whole. if its
interest is to have a life span as long as is compatible with its
dowty lot available resources)." The student will fear n that the
interests of the human species as a whole .ire more important
than the immediate generation's interests. In other words, schools
in the steady state must insist on long-range values. Current
trends toward relativism and individualistic sentimentalism will
have to be arrested. This is the most difficult problem of phil-
osophical balancing that steads-state schools will face. An accep-
tance ot the scientific view that emphasizes suspended judgment
will have to be combined with a nonscientific reverence for
"good" that is oared on eternal verities. It is probably true that
the steadv-state society will have a good deal of potential or
actual regulation based on quantitative and scientific criteria. but
manipulation must be kept to a minimum.

John Dewey thought that scientific experimentalism could set
both ends and means for people by pragmatically allowing what
worked to prevail. but children should be taught in a steady state
that this view is incorrect: they will have to judge ends in terms
ot certain permanent values. yet remain scientific about means.

Children will be taught the ancient Greek viewpoint that eco-
nomic endeavor belongs strictly in the realm of means and that
an urge to accumulate money for its own sake is unnatural and
thus unethical. As a means. economic behavior should be adjusted
to accommodate and advance such long-run ends as a lengthy and
stable role for a humane civilization. In steady-state schools,
some modification of our highly individualistically based career
decisions will be essential. Some middle path allowing individual
preference in broad areas of approved endeavor may evoke.

Teaching Economics

Economic aspects of society will be taught in steady-state schools
with an emphasis different from today's. Current emphasis on
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growth will give way to a focus on minimizing the flow of produc-
tion as much as possible while maintaining a constant or slightly
declining stock of capital and people. How far this minimizing
can go will catch the student's attention instead of the current
issue of why real GNP is or is not increasing at some posited
desirable rate. Criteria for judging how minimal the flow should
be or could be will include consideration of an old philosophical
problem: What amount of material well-being is a necessary con-
dition for a good lite? Since inequality in claims people have or
in the !low ot wealth will surely have been much reduced in the
steady-state society. analysis will focus on how one can best resist
trisolous fashion, unrewarding travel. unstimulating social events.
and all kinds of unessential consumption. Economists such as
Veblen and J. S. Mill will loom large as historical seers. while the
standard neoclassical tradition will be of less interest.

To repeat d point made previously. the student will understand
much more clearly than at present that economic goods are
means, not ends and why these are necessary bur never sufficient
conditions for a good lite. In our current school ethos this distinc-
tion is blurred for mans students. In tact. many incorrectly think
that material goods are not only necessary but also entirely suf-
ticient conditions for the good lite-

Teaching Civics

Civics in future steady -state schools will dearly be describing
d S.er, different range ot political factors. To transform a growth
society into a steady-state of declining society in any controlled
manner will call tor Draconian measures. we hope within a demo-
cratic political environment. However. compromise. log rolling,
pork barrel. and similar legislative tactics Will most likely be in-
appropriate for either a transformation to or a proper maintenance
ot a steadYstate society. The perennial problem of rulership will
be ot great importance in the civics curriculum. and a reconsid-
eration ot ancient philosophers will surely attract much attention.
for esample. In The Republic. Plato was concerned with creating
a blueprint by which societies could reach what he considered
to be the ideal conditions for humans to love their lives. Those
conditions included as the most important criterion that people

20
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would achiese justice in relations among themselyes. Howeser.
"justice- did not imply for Plato what it might imply for most
moderns. It did not mean equallts ot status tor 41, nor did it
imply equal opportunits for all in the race to achieve wealth: it
meant that relations between people would ensure stability in the
social order. This stability had to be achiesed knowing that
society was founded on division ot function. In this society. some
would concentrate their work on one thing and others on some-
thing else This meant that eychange between them would occur.

Society would achiese the gieatest stability. and therefore the
greatest justice. it all people tended caretulls their own tasks and
did not meddle in the tasks ot others. To Plato. the problem of
ensuring that each nsembet ot society tended to a special purpose
implied a most important specializationthat ot governing the
whole society In an ideal society persons will not be espected to
perrorm tasks as specialists when they are not trained. Society
should guarantee that people entrusted with the specialized duty
ut governing the worts be capable The American spoils sys-
tem would certainls not tind tabor with Plato. This difficult prob-
lem was to be met bs a two-told approach. People chosen to
gosem were to be those with probed philosophical aptitude. and.
once selected. they had to be tied to their specialized task of gov-
erning by hying in conditions that removed all temptations to
gosern badly One thing that will attract much attention tperhaps
untasorablet for steady-state students is that Plato considered
family ties and ownership of property. though little damaging to
a person specialized in making shoes or growing livestock, com-
pletely corrupted a person specialized in govetning. Thus, a com-
munal ownership ot property, spouses. and children was to be in-
stituted among those who ruled soviets. To Plato. ot all the spe-
cialities ot society. governing required the most learning.

For a cisics student in the steady state, what can be gained
nom a consideration of Plato's conceptions? The Platonic em-
phasis on stability and order takes on added importance as we
esolse into a steads state. On the negative side, it would ap-
pear that Plato assumed the majority of people. not capable of
education in his sense ot the word. were vastly more malleable
than they seem to us Even modern totalitarian states can alter
mores and attitudes of their people only to a limited degree. In
short. an uncorrupted and philosophically educated governing
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group may be necessary for maintaining a steady state, but
democratic processes may not need to be limited as much as Plato
considered necessary.

One Platonic condition will certainly be true in the steady state.
Women will be politically and economically equal to men. Equal-
ity of the sexes will be taught as a matter of course. Since wo-
men will bear few children. they will want to enter the life of
the world outside the home.

Schools and Sex Education

A rational and uncensored viewpoint of sex education will be
fostered in schools. Exact facts of reproduction. contraception.
and abortion will be taught to young children. No reliance on
the family. the media, or peer groups will confuse the school's
responsibility for sex education. Facts about basic biological pro-
cesses and reproductive organs will be clearly presented. Sex will
be treated as an important subject to be taught the same as
economics. history. or chemistry_ No sex-segregated classes. no
nurses. no doctors in white coats as special authority figures. and
no arguments about this subject being unsuitable for seven-year-
olds will characterize sex education procedures.

reaching About Population

Although a very small part 4.-4 the curriculum emphasis in current
school settings. the study of population will become a major con-
cern in steady-state schools. Young children will understand that
no species can long sustain a situation where births exceed deaths.
Although little attention to this fact is given in our schools. chil-
dren in steady-state schools will be well versed on population
balance. It will be obvious to them that if births cannot exceed
deaths indefinitely. then in any particular situation where births
exceed deaths. factors will, at some point. act on either births or
deaths to end the imbalance. An English economist. Thomas Mal-
thus. labeled these factors "checks," and school discussion will
center on the nature of these checks.
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These checks are of two kindsthose decreasing the number of
births and those Increasing the number of deaths. Malthus called
the former preventive and the latter positive. In future classroom
discussions no one will dodge the tact that operation of these
checks is inevitable. It will be pointed out that preventive and
positive checks must be considered trade-offs. In other words. the
more preventive checks are used. the fewer positive checks will
be needed. and vice versa. (Positive checks cannot be eliminated
because death by old age will always be a positive check). Since
positive checks involve horrors such as famine. disease. and war.
teachers will make it clear that preventive checks are essential.
Further. they will discuss preventive checks and make a judgment
on the reasonableness 01 each

Preventive 'checks will be considered in classroom discussion
under tow headings: 11 abstinence. temporary or total. from sexual
intercourse: 2) aborting. both induced and natural. of a fetus:
3) 'contraception. mechanical (such as condoms. diaphragms. and
IUDs), and chemical (such as oral pills and injections): 41 sterili-
zation (both natural and induced): and 51 infanticide.

The historical importance of induced abortion will be ex-
plained in class discussion. Induced abortion spread throughout
the civilized world from early times and was. and IS. also common
among primitive peoples. As a preventive check. abortion.
whether legal or illegal. probably has been historically the most
widely used. The teacher's stance on abortion in steady-state
schools will depend on the state of contraceptive technology. If
technology has advanced so that only very irresponsible or per-
verse people have unplanned pregnancies. then abortion will be
considered a necessary procedure. but one good citizens would
almost never have to resort to. It technology is less advanced.
then abortion will be looked upon as a backup procedure for a
less than perfect contraceptive program. Technological aspects
of abortion will be taught in sex education.

Particulars of contraception will be taught in sex education.
but an the population context students will be told that as a pre-
ventive check it has become very important. It achieved that im-
portance in the twentieth century. as the use of devices such as
the condom end diaphragm spread throughout much of the popu-
lation in Europe and the United States. Later in the twentieth
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century the contraceptive pill and the IUD had an important im-
pact in various parts of the world.

When technology has achieYed a reyersible torm of steriliza-
tion. it will be taught about as a form of contraception. The ettect
of sterilization will be the same as pills. IUDs. Injections. and so
tooth. Sterilization. it will be pointed out. had little importance
as a prevennye check until the last part of the twentieth centurt.

Finally. abstinence as a preyentive check will be considered.
The students will learn that abstinence has affected certain groups
through history. Religious orders hose sometimes enjoined celi-
bacy. Primitiye religion often prescribed continence for long
periods. No doubt many married people have quit having inter-
course at some point long before menopause. But it must be
taught that the impact of abstinence as a preventive check has
been fairly small and is unlikely to increase. The steady-state
school ethos will neither condemn nor eulogize abstinence. Sex-
ual intercuur5e.as an expression of love and concern will be ap-
proved. Exploitive sexual intercourse. along with robbery. lying.
and other immoral practices. will be. both in textbooks and in
class discussion. strongly condemned. Of course. no unplanned
for it regulated. unauthorizedi oftspring will be sanctioned. These
matters will also be considered in sex education. Emphasis will
be on society's need for a balance between berths and deaths or
perhaps deaths exceeding births for a time_ If voluntary deci-
sions create this balance. societal deterrents or incentives will be
unnecessary Schools in the steady state will clearly show thai
regulation of the total number of births is a proper and necessary
concern of government If regulation is not needed at one time.
this will not alter the possibility that some future government
may need to exercise control by using rewards or some other
system. Childien will consider this regulation or potential regula-
tion proper. just as we now accept regulation of TV channels or
air transportation.

Migration will also be discussed. Teachers will insist that no
migration from countries that have not controlled their numbers
through preventive checks into steady societies can be allowed.
and that national regulation of this must be persistent and severe.
Some reasonable population movements between no-growth
societies may be advantageous: the students can debate under
what conditions this may be so.
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Education About Energy

Schools in the steady state will insist that all students under-
stand the crucial impacts on humankind of the physical world
about us. Understanding of energy will no longer be possessed by
Only a small. knowledgeable elite. The naivete of the present
generation about energy must not persist in the future steady
state.

Students will learn that energy from the sun is one source
that can serve generations of people extending into the future.
Coal. oil. natural gas. and uranium are subject to ever-narrowing
availability. At some point the cost of getting new energy from
nonsolar fuels equals of exceeds the new energy garnered_ Fur-
ther. even it all these sources could be exploited without re-
gard to energy costs. they still are very limited. For example.
earth's entire fossil fuel store is equal in energy to only about two
weeks of sun energy captured by earth. Even if fusion energy
someday becomes possible. the Second Law of Thermodynamics.
which says that energy always tends to go over into an unusable
form. still points to limits in the length of time fusion can pro-
vide energv_ Terrestrial forms of energy are in every case grad-
ually transtormed into heat. and heat becomes so dissipated
that it can no longer be used. All this is not so terribly com-
plicated. but we teach this area poorly now because it runs
against our technological religion. in the steady state the idea of
limits will be quite acceptable. and teachers will not have to
ts.ercorne imincible ignorance based on false religion.

One can imagine a number of ways in which teachers could
simplify this idea. A teacher might draw a jar on the board: she
would point out that this Jar could never
be replenished. So when the contents were
completely exhausted the process could
not be continued. Figure 1 illustrates this

Useful energy CA) slowly dribbles
through the opening X. whether or not
someone opts to use it. When a person de-
cide., to use It. this use adds another open-
ing. which is labeled V.

The wider the Y opening is made, the
taster usable energy disappears. In the
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modern world they opening is getting too wide. The steady-state
child will have to learn that this opening must be made small so
that energy will last as long as possible. Terrestrial sources of
fossil fuels will be useful to supplement sun energy and to pro-
vide raw materials for several important petrochemical products.
rhe example does not apply to solar energy_

Solar energy comes to us in a steady flow from outside our
earthly system. and will continue to do so for billions of years
Steady-state teachers should impart a sense of reverence toward
the sun. because it is the source of our energy. It causes rain and
energy derived from falling water: it builds our vegetables. fruits.
and meats: it made what tossil fuel we have left: it drives our
windmills and sailboats with sun-caused wind: it builds and powers
the draft animals: and it gives us organic fertilizer. Children
should be reminded that our ancestors understood the great gifts
of the sun. They will, in their historical learning, come to a new
appreciation of old Egyptian hymns to the sun. A few passages
from a "Hymn to the Awn- written almost 3.800 years ago. here
illustrate our meaning

Thy rays encompass the lands to
the limit of all that thou halt made
Though thou are far away.
thy rays are on earth

. When thou settest in the
IN e1/4ter n horizon, the land

1 in darkness. in the
manner ut death

When thou sternest as the
Alton by day

All beasts are content
with their pasturage.
trees and plants are
flourishing

Thou didst create ... all
men. cattle, and wild beasts.
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Peuple. both in their biological individual bodies and in their
collechve economic and social organism. love by using energy.
Highly ordered matter and en -ergs are consumed and returned
to the surrounding environment in a much less usable form.
Deterioration of the surrounding environment is alwaYs greater
than the order achieved. These facts can be taught to very young
children using literally dozens of devices and examples. A unit on
tarrn hie could be constructed noting how relatively highly or-
dered teed for animals becomes much degraded atter it passes
through an animal and becomes manure. This would illustrate
the point very well_ Also. students would observe that the energy
that built the feed was sun energy. For another example, chil-
dren can learn how coal was formed by compressing primesal
torests built by sunlight into beds under the ground. which now.
millions of Years late,. we cap dig up and burn. The sun's energy
has been stored there for all these years. But when we burn it.
the heat-energy dissipates. and the remaining ashes are in a less
usable form than the original coal.

A teacher can bring a glass of water into class and cool it by
adding ice cubes. The class will observe the expected melting of
the cubes and the cooling of the water. This simple process is
Naught with tremendous importance. It can be explained to stu-
dents that when the cubes were unmelted. more heat was in the
water than in the ice cubes. But. when the cubes melted. the
amount of heat energy in the water and in the cubes still existed
in the water However, the difference of temperature between
the water and cubes had disappeaied. and the ice cubes could
nese, form again by themselves. In a tropical climate (with the
temperature never falling below treezingi. one can nese, get more
ice cubes to cool another glass of water unless some usable
energy is found to extract heat from some water. In making this
ice. energy will diffuse into unusable heat as the ice torms. For
example, to get more ice cubes from an electric refrigerator. one
must rely on some energy source to create electricity, which rs
used to extract heat from water in the refrigerator. As ice melts.
the water is again cooled. but a good deal of energy has been
changed into a dissipated and useless form. The ice is gone. and
more energy must be used to get electricity rf we are to have more
ice. Energy is always dissipated into an unusable form in the end.
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Thus, students can easily understand that all energy constantly
tends to go to an unusable form.

These kinds of examples are not common in schools now
simply because any physical law that seems to restrain human
ingenuity is vaguely heretical_

Education About Death

Acceptance of a rational attitude about death and extinction will
be a prominent feature of steady-state schools. Even now we see
some feeble efforts to get so-called "death education" into the
curriculum. The steady-state student will understand that each
person begins to die at the instant of birth. Further, the student
will clearly comprehend that homo sapiens will, at some point,
become extinct. It might be argued that such education will in-
duce fatalism, thus frustrating the importance of other aspects of
the curriculum. This is a false dilemma, implying that reason is
compatible only with optimism and a denial of limits. Such a
view is based on nineteenth century history and ideas of "pro-
gress."

Higher Education in the Future

What will higher education be like in a steady state? Frenetic
activity directed toward economic growth will, of course. have
largely disappeared. Research in applied science will still con-
tinue. but its view will be toward greater durability, versatility.
and recycling potential in the flow of goods. thus contributing
to minimizing the flow. Service functions of universities will no
longer be marketing procedures that expand wants or cater to
fashion or lad. Rather, services will develop in fields of conser-
vation, waste abatement, pollution monitoring, and control. The
age range of students will probably expand; older people will be
more evident in classes. Also. the old Greek distinction between
education d training will become much clearer to people than
it is now. No longer will we consider education as basically an
investment, but we will more and more see education as an end
in itself. Justification for training will not consider whether it is a
good investment for growth, but rather whether training causes a
more efficient constant capital stock or a further minimization of
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the flow of goods produced. Since there will be no net invest-
mentmerely replacement of depreciated capitalthe whole rhe-
toric of applying economic investment concepts to training and
education will very nearly cease. Much more than at present.
teaching in higher education will keep in view the great interre-
latedness of things. Specialists will exist. but broad areas will be
taught and will have equal status with specialist teaching. We
are already seeing biologists who take up ecology and demog-
raphy. economists who carefully consider ecology and physics,
humanists who consider geology and conservation. Looking and
teaching outside one's specialty will not be a sideline or a luxury:
it will be central to the curriculum and the teaching process in
steady-state institutions of higher education.
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STRAWS IN THE WIND

Now and in the recent past. an increasing number of signs indi-
cate that the incredible epoch of industrial, urban. and population
expansion beginning in Europe about 300 years ago and acceler-
ating in the twentieth century is nearing an end. We shall now
consider social and educational "straws in the wind" indicating
the likelihood that movement toward "no-growth" or negative
growth is strengthening in cultural and social institutions here
and abroad.

Current Trends

We are all aware that environmentalists have in recent years
strongly challenged such long-approved themes as development,
growth. and expansion. Zero Population Growth, the Sierra Club,
and a variety of other no-growth, antidevelopment, or conserva-
tion groups have made an impression on American values. par-
ticularly at higher steps on the educationai pyramid. Many schools
of engineering offer courses in socio-engineering where doubt is
expressed about the ability of technologists to overcome all prob-
lems. Schools of medicine are devoting more time to family plan-
ning, nutrition, and related themes. In colleges of arts and
sciences. environmental and population themes have emerged
strikingly in economics. sociology, geography, biology. and even
history. Easy acceptance of the possibility, probability. and desir-
ability of further growth has been severely shaken among the
intellectual elite in the United States. The mass of people have
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not yet been severely affected in their value perceptions. but talk
about energy problems. over-population, and pollution has made
some perceptible shifts in mass opinion. For example, in a re-
cent nationwide Gallup poll people said they were highly con-
cerned with pollution of water. air. and countrysidemuch more
concerned than they had been eight years earlier in a similar
study. Many American schools. both elementary and secondary,
began to focus on environmental questions by the late 1960s.
School polls. special days. and subject units in biology, social
studies. and health touched on issues that implied that the de-
sirability of growth was debatable. Eminent economists like
Kenneth Boulding have made terms such as "spaceship earth"
known beyond the realms of academia. Various state and city
officials have come out against growth in Oregon, Vermont, San
Francisco. Boulder and Vail. Colorado. arid elsewhere. Public fi-
nance studies for urban areas are more often reporting that.
for educational resources. a new house brings less to schools in
tax revenue than the educational cost it entails. When the U.S.
population dock in Washington registered 200.000.000 in the late
1960s. there was some jubilation. But many are now hoping it
will never reach 300.000.000. Not all school children are exhorted
to cheer an excess of births and immigrants over deaths and
emigrants. A recent article in the Peabody journal of Education
indicated that high school students. at least those with upper-
middle-class backgrounds. were ready and anxious to have class
time devoted to "sexualitv, population education. and environ-
mental problems. a> long as they are informed by professionals
who are willing to be patient and completely hone5C'

A slow shift to a different orientation about population and
economic growth is evident outside the schools also. To cite one
example: In the December. 1974 issue of The American Legion
Magazine three articles were devoted to 1) the problem of illegal
aliens, primarily Mexicans, coming into the United States, 2) the
need to stop worldwide growth in population. and 3) the need to
stop the production of nonreturnable beverage containers in the
United States. Isaac Asimov asserted in the second article that
by 2000 A.D. the world will have agreed to "bring the population
rise to a halt and even to reduce the population to some reason-
able levelto perhaps no more than a billion people." In such a
world the population's average age will rise. and society will



have to become "age-blind." Asimov says, "The most effective as-
pect of age-blindness would be to break entirely with tradition
and make education the continuing right of all." This lifelong
chance of education will reduce the plague of over-specialization
now afflicting society and will diminish the negative effects of an
older population on the vitality of civilization. If The American
Legion Magazine is now interested in such matters. it appears
that the direction of our values in America is changing.

A Last Word

Is modern industrial society racing down the road to catastrophe
and pushing doomsday closer? Publication in the 1960s of Rachel
Carson's Silent Spring and the prophecy of dire results of the
population explosion by Paul Erlich, marked the beginning of a
series of warnings to reorder our values and our priorities. Class-
room teachers in the United States and abroad have to some de-
gree reflected the trend. though most teachers shift orientation
slowly. Yet unpleasant predictions by the Club of Rome and others
continue to bombard the thoughtful teacher with depressing
scenarios that must provoke unease. The need to change curricula
to reflect some newly emerging facts of life for death) is unpleas-
ant news to those in the educational establishment who control
and manipulate curricula. The most stubborn and obdurate prob-
lems facing all of us are social and pedagogical rather than merely
technological. The future requires a philosophical attitude allow-
ing for self-discipline in controlling and regulating multiple tech-
nological innovations as well as social. economic. and demographic
trends. Concern for social costs and benefits is increasingly nec-
essary in considering any technological change. Do we really
need 231 different lines and model specifications annually in the
motor trade?

Educators must heed the call for a decreasing population and
the demand for stopping economic growth. The mania in the in-
dustrial world where a man gets a shaver that shaves faster so
he can get to his office to design a yet faster shaver ad infinitum
must be overcome. if we are to successfully conserve our re-
sources. Otherwise. the conditions created by unlimited growth
and expansion will destroy our hopes of a more livable world for
us and for our descendants.
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Recent Publications Relating to tbe Steady-State Concept

The reader who would like to delve further into the issues brought out
in this fastback may wish to consider the following:

Commission on Population Growth and the American Future. Population
and the American Future: Report of the Commission. Washington, 0.C.:
Government Printing Office, 1972.
This report discusses a great range of problems relating to popula-

tion. It is an important step forward in involving the United States
government in population control. Of particular interest is its strong
recommendations for sex and population education.
Daly. Herman E., ed. Toward a Steady-State Economy. San Francisco:

Freeman. 1973.

This is a collection of articles which discuss primarily the economic
problems of getting to and maintaining a steady-state economy. It is the
best anthology on this subject currently available.

Georgescu-Roegen. Nicholas. The Entropy Law and the Economic Process.
Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1971.

The author shows how the second law of thermodynamics applies to
economics. Mankind's dowry of low entropy (usable terrestial energy and
materials) is limited and therefore further economic growth and popula-
tion growth based on such sources is inevitably self-defeating.
Meadows. Dennis L. et al. The Limits to Growth. New York: Universe

Books. 1972.

This first report for the Club of Rome caused much stir. It was based
on a computer study conducted at M.I.T. which showed that growth has
to end within a few decades. The variables considered were population
and economic and ecological trends.

Mesarovic. Mihaglo. and Pestel, Eduard. Mankind at the Turning Point:
The Second Report to the Club of Rome. New York: E. P. Dutton/
Reader's Digest, 1974.
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This book considers certain qualifications end practical problems which
were not fulls considered in the first Club of Rome report
The No-Growth Sociery Daedalus. ILEA. 19731.

fourteen excellent articles by eminent economist,. sociologists. phil-
osophers, and physical scientists are found in this issue the benefits
and drawbacks of no-growth are the themes
Raspail. lean. The Camp of the Sows Ttanslated by tsturrnan Shapiro

New York. Scribner's. 1975.
This is an apocalyptic novel which draws a horrible picture of the fu-

ture degradation of civilization The uncontrolled population of the Third
World is Raspail's villain One may not agree with Raspail. but his scenario
must worry us all.
Westoft. Charles F.. et al /coward the fr! of Growth Population $1.1

Anierk-J Englewood Clifts. N I Prentice-Hall. 1973

This is J collection of very per ceptise essay, dealing promanh with
the decline in fertility in the United States over the past few sears Poli-
cies aimed at reducing terfilits are discussed in J number of articles
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This book and others in the series are made available at kiss
cost through the contribution ot the Phi Delta kappa Educational
Foundation, established in 1966 with a bequest bs George H
Reaves The Foundation exists to promote a better understanding
ot the nature of the educatne process and the relation ot edu-
cation to human weltare It operates by subsidizing authors to
write booklets and monographs in nontechritcal language so that
beginning teachers and the public general's mas gain a better
understanding of educational problems.

The Foundation exists through the genetosits ot George
Keay is and others who have contributed. To accomplish the goals
ens isag,ed bs the rounder the Foundation needs to enlarge Its
endowment bs several million dollars Contributions to the
endowment should be addressed to The Educational Foundation.
Phi Delta kappa. 8th and Union. Bloomington. Indiana 47401
The Ohm State University serves as trustee for the Educational
Foundation

ciu. the ieadei. can contribute to the improcement
cif educational literature bs reporting sour reactions to
rho, fastback Shat is the ouNtanding strength ot this
publication? The glaring weakness? What topics do
sou suggest toi future fastbacks? iNtite to Director ot
Special Publications. PHI DELTA KAPPA. Eighth and
Onion_ Bo% Bloommgtun. IN 4"401

All ,events -eight title, tars be purchased tor 5:.3 110 ($19-0t1 for paidcip
members of Phi Delta Kappa)

Ant stt rifles $300 ionly $2.00 tot members), twelse titles $5 uu Kink,
$41.10 for members!

Discounts for bulk orders of the same title ate allowed at the tate or 10 to
25. '26 to 99. 100 to 499. SOO to 999, 40'!... 1000 or more 50`S...
Discounts are based on a unit cost of 50t per cops, 054 tot members)
MONEY MUST ACCOMPANY ALL ORDERS FOR LESS THAN $500 OR
ADD $1.00 FOR HANDLING

Order horn: PHI DELTA KAPPA. Eighth and union. Box 789. Bloomington.
Indiana 47401
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The fastback titles now available are:
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